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13 OCTOBER 1999 
SGB NO.  3 
BY: SENATORS MCCUNE AND GRIGGS 
 
A  BILL 
TO APPROPRIATE ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-EIGHT DOLLARS ($1,288) TO 
THE LSU TEAM MOUNTAIN BIKE CLUB TO HELP COVER THE COST OF UNIFORMS. 
 
PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, TEAM MOUNTAIN BIKE HAS BEEN A REGISTERED 
STUDENT ORGANIZATION SINCE 1992 AND IS A REGISTERED 
MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE CYCLING ASSOCIATION, 
AND 
 
PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, THE CLUB HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPETED IN NATIONAL 
COLLEGIATE MEETS IN THE NAME OF LOUISIANA STATE 
UNIVERSITY AND HAS PLACED SIXTH IN THE NATION, AND  
 
PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, THE CLUB IS APPROPRIATED ONLY TWO HUNDRED 
DOLLARS A YEAR THROUGH THE STUDENT RECREATIONAL 
FACILITY AND MUST SUPPLY NEARLY NINE THOUSAND NINE 
HUNDRED DOLLARS ($9,900) FROM PERSONAL FUNDS ANNUALLY 
TO CONTINUE TO REPRESENT THE UNIVERSITY IN THE SPORT OF 
CYCLING, AND  
 
PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, TEAM MOUNTAIN BIKE HAS ALREADY PAID TWO 
THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED FIFTY THREE DOLLARS AND 
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS FOR TEAM JERSEYS FROM PERSONAL 
ACCOUNTS, AND  
 
PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, TEAM MOUNTAIN BIKE IS STILL IN NEED OF RACING 
SHORTS TO COMPLETE THE UNIFORM. 
 
PARAGRAPH 6: THEREFORE, THE LSU A&M STUDENT SENATE HEREBY 
APPROPRIATES ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-EIGHT 
DOLLARS ($1,288) TO TEAM MOUNTAIN BIKE TO COVER THE COST 
OF TEAM SHORTS. 
 
PARAGRAPH 7: ALL MONIES NOT USED SHALL REVERT TO THE GENERAL 
CONTINGENCY. THIS BILL SHALL BECOME NULL AND VOID AS OF 
JUNE 30, 2000. 
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